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Abstract

Objectives—To study the long term tolerance of parenteral gold and subsequent drug treatment in patients with rheumatoid arthritis, including prediction of outcome and ‘survival’ of sequential treatments.

Methods—A retrospective cohort study of 376 patients was made, including a detailed screening of 237 patients treated in 1989. Reasons for discontinuing treatment were analysed in life table analyses, which were used to compare patients receiving parenteral gold treatment in 1985 and 1989, and two groups of patients receiving disease modifying antirheumatic drugs after parenteral gold treatment. The causes of discontinuation were followed in sequential treatments.

Results—The estimated probability of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment was 29% after six months and 42%, 55%, 74%, and 92% after 1, 2, 5, and 10 years, respectively. mucocutaneous side effects were the main cause of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment during the first three years, while the probability of discontinuation because of inefficacy dominated after four years. Side effects also constituted the main cause of discontinuation of treatments given after parenteral gold treatment during the first three years of follow up. No significant differences were found when comparing the termination rates between the first and the second and subsequent treatments after parenteral gold treatment. The main reasons for discontinuing one treatment could not predict the cause of discontinuation of the next treatment.

Conclusion—Mucocutaneous side effects dominated initially, while inefficacy was the dominating cause of discontinuation of long term parenteral gold treatment. No serious side effects were registered. The cause of discontinuation of one treatment did not predict the cause of discontinuation of the following drug. Drug ‘survival’ was the same in both treatments after parenteral gold treatment.


The short term efficacy of parenteral gold treatment in rheumatoid arthritis (RA) has been demonstrated in controlled clinical trials, by meta-analysis, and in a recent study. Since maintenance treatment was introduced in the 1970s, only a few long term studies have been reported. The effect of parenteral gold treatment has been questioned repeatedly, and this uncertainty necessitates further long term evaluations to supplement the short term trials. Studies of discontinuation of treatment in long term regimens provide data on tolerance and can also be used indirectly as indicators of the effectiveness of a drug judged as a combination of efficacy and tolerance.

In a previous study, the outcome resulting from change of practice based on the first follow up data was studied. The findings encouraged us to continue parenteral gold treatment for longer periods, disregarding minor side effects. As a result, we can now present a 10 year follow up of parenteral gold treatment in RA patients. The outcome of the treatment during two periods was compared, and the implications for patients after discontinuing parenteral gold treatment were studied, including life table analysis of the subsequent drug treatments.

Patients and methods

PATIENTS

One cohort included every patient prescribed parenteral gold treatment during all or part of 1989 at the Department of Rheumatology, Sahlgrenska University Hospital, Gothenburg, Sweden—237 patients in all (table 1). Two of these patients started parenteral gold treatment in 1980; two, five, nine, 19, 34, 20, 20, and 59 patients, respectively, started it in the following years until 1989, when 67 patients were included. The clinical notes for all patients were retrieved and followed until the end of 1992. A second cohort, described in detail previously and comprising 210 patients prescribed parenteral gold treatment in 1985 and followed up to the end of 1987, were used for comparison; they were also included in an additional life table analysis of the total risk of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment. In that study, the 71 patients who were treated both in 1985 and in 1989 were included only in the former group.

The main reason for discontinuing parenteral gold treatment was recorded. The outcome was studied by comparing patient data at the start of treatment with those at the end of treatment, or on the occasion of the last examination if treatment was continued past the time when this study ended in December 1992. All patients were included in the life table analysis, while only patients receiving parenteral gold treatment for a period of more than two months were included in the study of efficacy.
The patients exposed to one or several disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs) subsequent to parenteral gold treatment were followed in the same way as those receiving parenteral gold treatment, to permit life table analyses for the first choice of DMARD, and for the second and subsequent DMARDs together. Thus, in the latter group, a patient could be included several times.

PRESCRIPTION OF PARENTERAL GOLD
Data from 1977 to 1992 were obtained from the National Corporation of Swedish Pharmacies, Stockholm, which registers sales of all drugs to pharmacies in Sweden. Drug sales are given in defined daily doses (DDD) per 1000 inhabitants/day. The DDD for sodium aurothiomalate was 2-4 mg throughout the observation period.

PARENTERAL GOLD THERAPY
Individualised dosages of sodium aurothiomalate (Myocrisin) were given, generally 20-40 mg in weekly intramuscular injections. When the patient was in partial or complete remission, the interval between injections was prolonged to every two to six weeks, with unchanged dosage. If a relapse occurred, the interval was decreased again.

METHODS
The following symptoms, signs, laboratory tests, and examinations were recorded from the clinical notes: American Rheumatism Association (ARA) 1958 criteria for RA,28 and the ARA remission criteria;29 morning stiffness (in minutes); presence or absence of pain on motion and at rest, joint swelling, fatigue, and nodules (no grading); rheumatoid factor (determined by the sheep cell haemagglutination test30); antinuclear antibody (ANA) test;11 erythrocyte sedimentation rate (ESR) per hour; C reactive protein (CRP) (µg/ml); radiographic findings in joints; dermatitis, symptoms from mucous membranes, and other side effects; lack or loss of efficacy.

STATISTICAL METHODS
In the life table analysis,32 the risk of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment and of DMARDs after parenteral gold treatment was studied using hazard functions (incidences per month) of time from the start of the treatment. The method of left censorship was applied regarding parenteral gold treatment.33 Thus patients starting parenteral gold treatment before 1985 or 1989 only contributed to the estimates of the hazard functions with the observation periods after 1 January 1985 or 1989 and up to 1987 or 1992, respectively. The duration of treatment up to 1 January 1985 or 1989 dictated at which point these observation periods were added to the estimates of the hazard functions. The proportion of patients discontinuing treatment before a particular point of time was calculated by the use of the general relationship between distribution and hazard functions. The 95% confidence intervals for the proportion were determined. Mantel-Haenszel’s procedure34 was applied for comparisons of the risk of discontinuation of treatment between patients receiving parenteral gold treatment in 1985 and in 1989, and between the two subsequent groups of DMARDs after parenteral gold treatment.

The efficacy of the treatment was studied by Fisher’s test for paired comparisons.35 The relationship between measures of disease severity plus demographic data, and the risk of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment, was assessed by applying a special survival test.36 To evaluate the outcome with respect to side effects and inefficacy of one treatment depending on the outcome of the previous one, Fisher’s exact test was applied to a 2 × 2 table including only those patients discontinuing treatment as a result of side effects or inefficacy of both drugs. All tests were two tailed.

Results
PRESCRIPTION DATA 1977-92
The sale of sodium aurothiomalate in Sweden increased from negligible amounts to 0-15 DDD/1000 inhabitants/day during the period 1977 to 1992 (fig 1). In Gothenburg, the sale was greater from the mid 1980s, reaching 0-40 DDD/1000 inhabitants/day. A temporary decrease was noted in 1987-88, and a tendency to decreased prescription was noted in 1992.

TOLERANCE IN PATIENTS TREATED IN 1989
At follow up at the end of 1992, 82 of 237 patients (35%) who had started parenteral gold
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Figure 1  Prescription of parenteral gold in defined daily doses (DDD) per 1000 inhabitants (inhab) per day in all Sweden (■) and in Gothenburg (▲) during the years 1977–92.

treatment were still receiving this treatment, and 155 (65%) had discontinued it (table 2). Inefficacy was the dominating cause of discontinuation of treatment (46%), followed by mucocutaneous side effects (23%), and practical problems (18%). In five cases (3%), the treatment was stopped because of complete remission.

The estimated probability of discontinuation (accumulated termination incidence) of parenteral gold treatment according to the life table analysis was 25% after six months, 42% after one year and 55%, 66%, 72%, 77%, and 94% after two, three, four, five, and 10 years, respectively (fig 2). Among individual causes of discontinuation of treatment, mucocutaneous side effects dominated during the first three years, but were less common later on. After four years, inefficacy was the dominating cause of discontinuation of treatment, the probability of discontinuation being 17%, 37%, 50%, 66%, and 78% after two, four, six, eight, and 10 years, respectively. The hazard function

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>1985 (%)</th>
<th>1989 (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mucocutaneous</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pruritus</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dermatitis</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomatitis</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renal</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proteinuria</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematuria</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haematological</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaemia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leucopenia</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eosinophilia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thrombocytopenia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal increased Aminotransferase</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Immunological (ANA positive)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous system</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postinjection reaction</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Practical problems, etc</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remission</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of patients</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANA = Antinuclear antibody.

Figure 2  Life table analysis of total and individual risks of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment among all 237 patients prescribed this drug during all or part of the year 1989. Censoring to the left implies that patients starting gold treatment before 1 January 1989 only contributed to the observation time from that date. The duration of treatment up to that date dictated at which point from time 0 this period entered the life table analysis. The probability of discontinuation of treatment for each single reason was calculated on the assumption that patients did not withdraw treatment for any other reason—that is, the sum of individual risks is not equivalent to the total risk.
(incidence per month) of discontinuing treatment as a result of inefficacy increased initially and was constant after three years. Proteinuria occurred only during the first year and the hazard function attributable to side effects other than mucocutaneous and proteinuria was low over time. The probability of discontinuation because of causes not related to side effects (for example practical problems), was similar to that of mucocutaneous side effects after six years of parenteral gold treatment.

Testing the relation between 21 background variables and the hazard function of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment, only glucocorticoid treatment was found to be significantly related to all causes of termination of parenteral gold treatment ($p < 0.001$), in addition to inefficacy ($p < 0.01$) and side effects ($p < 0.05$). Pain at rest was negatively ($p < 0.05$) related to the hazard function of discontinuation because of side effects.

**Efficacy of Parenteral Gold Treatment in Patients Treated in 1989**

Significant beneficial effects were observed in patients receiving parenteral gold treatment for more than two months (mean 51.3 (SD 31.8) months) for all ARA remission criteria ($p < 0.01$ for tiredness; $p < 0.001$ for morning stiffness, pain on movement and at rest, joint swelling, and ESR) (table 3). No significant differences were recorded regarding nodules, rheumatoid factor, ANA, or CRP.

**Comparisons Between Patients Receiving Parenteral Gold Treatment in 1985 and 1989**

The only significantly different demographic or disease severity variable between the groups was a greater ($p < 0.05$) prevalence of positive rheumatoid factor tests in the 1989 cohort compared with the 1985 cohort (table 1). The mean duration of treatment, and hence the mean total dose of sodium aurothiomalate, was doubled. Seventy one patients belonged to both groups—that is, they were treated both in 1985 and in 1989. Comparing equivalent time periods, the hazard function of discontinuation from all causes was not different in 1985 and 1989, and among individual causes only mucocutaneous side effects were more common ($p < 0.05$) in patients treated in 1989 than in those treated in 1985. No significant correlation was found between this risk and the different prevalence of the rheumatoid factor in the two groups.

**Tolerance in Patients Treated in 1985 and 1989**

The probability of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment in all 376 patients together was also calculated (fig 3). The probability attributable to all causes was 29% after six months, 42% after one year and 55%, 63%, 69%, 74%, 78%, 83%, 86%, 91%, and 92% after two to 10 years, respectively. The probabilities attributable to individual causes were largely identical with those of the life table analysis of patients treated in 1989.

**First Choice of DMARD After Parenteral Gold Treatment in Patients Treated in 1989**

Among the 155 patients discontinuing parenteral gold treatment, 86 (55%) were given alternative DMARDs. Twenty five patients entered a randomised controlled clinical trial of combination treatment with parenteral gold treatment and cyclosporin A, and thus had to be excluded from this part of the present study. Fortyeight patients did not receive any other DMARD for the following reasons: complete or partial remission (22), removal away from the area (10), death (six), follow up discontinued (two), practical problems (two), and too short a time interval after discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment (two). As regards the choice of DMARD after parenteral gold treatment (table 4), methotrexate, sulphasalazine, and auranofin were the drugs most frequently used.

Among the 86 patients discontinuing parenteral gold treatment, 56 patients also discontinued the subsequent DMARD, 34 because of side effects, 15 because of inefficacy, and seven patients for other reasons.

**Table 4 Number of drug treatments with different disease modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARD) after parenteral gold treatment in 86 of 155 patients discontinuing parenteral gold†**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMARD</th>
<th>First choice</th>
<th>Second and subsequent choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methotrexate (MTX)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphasalazine</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Auranofin (Au)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proesid</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parenteral gold (PG)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azathioprine (Aza)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-Penicillamine</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimalarials (AntiM)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclosporin A (CyA)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reumecord</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclophosphamide/methylprednisolone</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX/AntiM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX/MTX</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyA/AntiM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aza/AntiM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX/CyA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTX/CyA/AntiM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyA/PG/ AntiM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CyA/Aza</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SulAza</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†25 of the 155 patients entering a double-blind therapeutic trial were not included.
‡Podophyllotoxin derivatives.
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The probability of discontinuation of the first DMARD after parenteral gold treatment as a result of all causes was 36% after six months, 53% after 12 months, 66% after 24 months, and 70% after 36 months (fig 4). Among the individual causes, side effects dominated, particularly during the first year, while inefficacy was almost as important after two years.

Figure 3. Life table analysis of total risk (continuous line) and 95% confidence interval (dotted lines) of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment among 376 patients prescribed this drug during all or part of the years 1985 and 1989. Left censoring was applied as in figure 2.

Figure 4. Life table analysis of total and individual risks of discontinuation of the first choice of disease modifying antirheumatic drug after parenteral gold treatment among 86 patients. (This treatment started after 1 January 1989 and left censoring was thus not applied.)

SECOND AND SUBSEQUENT CHOICES OF DMARD TREATMENT AFTER PARENTERAL GOLD TREATMENT IN PATIENTS TREATED IN 1989

Forty-four of the 56 patients who discontinued the first choice of DMARD after parenteral gold treatment were prescribed from one to six other DMARDs. The 12 remaining patients did not receive a second DMARD for the following reasons: complete or partial remission (six), renal insufficiency (one), myocardial infarction (one), death (one), practical problems (one), at the request of the patient (one), and too short a time interval after discontinuation of previous DMARD (one). A total of 92 courses of drug treatment were given to these patients (table 4). Methotrexate, sulphasalazine, and Proresid® were the most frequently prescribed drugs. Thirty-one patients (69%) also discontinued the second DMARD, 17 because of side effects, nine because of inefficacy, and five because of other causes.

The probability of discontinuation of the second and subsequent DMARDs after parenteral gold treatment as a result of all causes was 46% after six months, 69% after 12 months, 76% after 24 months, and 83% after 36 months (fig 5). Side effects dominated among individual causes during the first year, while inefficacy was at a similar level after three years.
EVALUATION OF TOLERANCE TO SUBSEQUENT DMARDs

Inefficacy and side effects were studied in the 56 patients who also discontinued the first choice of subsequent DMARD after parenteral gold treatment, and in the 31 patients who subsequently discontinued the second DMARD treatment after parenteral gold treatment for these reasons. No significant differences were found between patients discontinuing the previous drug because of side effects and those discontinuing because of inefficacy, when the cause of their discontinuing the following treatment was examined. Thus the reasons for terminating parenteral gold treatment were not predictive of the reason for terminating the first or the second choice of DMARDs, nor were the reasons for terminating the first choice of DMARDs after parenteral gold treatment predictive of the reasons for terminating the second choice of DMARDs.

Discussion

In this follow up study of 376 RA patients, the total risk of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment was 50% after 18 months and 92% after 10 years. Mucocutaneous side effects constituted the main cause of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment during the first three years. In contrast, the hazard function of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment because of inefficacy was constant over time after an initial increase and was the dominating cause after four years. Side effects constituted the main cause of discontinuation of subsequent DMARDs after parenteral gold treatment, while inefficacy was at a similar level after three years. Neither side effects nor inefficacy was predictive for the cause of discontinuation of the next choice of DMARD.

As a result of the findings of our previous study, it was decided to neglect minor mucocutaneous side effects. Despite this, the hazard function of discontinuing parenteral gold treatment for this reason was greater in the 1989 cohort than in the 1985 cohort. It was not associated with the greater prevalence of rheumatoid factor as the only difference between the patient groups. Looking for other possible explanations previously reported to be associated with skin rash, we cannot exclude an influence of IgE antibodies to gold, or smoking habits.

Twelve other studies using life table analysis of parenteral gold treatment have been published. Wolfe et al. reported the longest observation time of 14 years; there has been one study over a 10 year period, three studies with five years observation, and seven with an observation period of four years or less. Our results seem to be similar to the ones slightly better than the others, with the exception of the study by Cervi et al. Concentrating their interest on myelotoxicity, Cervi’s group also observed a lower probability of discontinuing parenteral gold treatment than we found in our study. The difference seems to depend mainly on the few patients in their study discontinuing parenteral gold treatment because of failure to respond. We used doses of parenteral gold similar to those given by SamBrook et al., but smaller than the more conventional doses given in the other studies specifying inefficacy. However, the probability of discontinuation as a result of inefficacy was not greater in our study than in the others, with the exception of that by Situnayake et al., who used retrospective data obtained during a 12 year period.

The number of patients at risk was stated in only three studies and comparison between the results of our study and the previous reports is difficult, as data were collected and presented in different ways. The approach applied in the present study has the advantage that a large, well defined cohort can be used without missing subjects. This would be difficult to achieve if all subjects receiving a treatment were retrieved during a 10 year period, with underestimation of the risk of discontinuing the treatment as a consequence. Furthermore, because of the left and right censoring, the patients included in both cohorts contribute with disjointed intervals in the life table analyses. Left censoring applied to a well defined cohort can be recommended for future postmarketing surveillance studies, as it facilitates correct estimation without selection bias of the risk of discontinuing treatment because of various causes from available clinical notes.

The high probability of discontinuation because of loss of efficacy in long term parenteral gold treatment, in accordance with previous observations, has no rational explanation. Our finding of a significant association between an increased hazard function of discontinuation of parenteral gold treatment...
and concomitant glucocorticoid treatment may be attributable to chance, though it was also found in our previous study.  

We have no explanation for this finding, nor for the observation of an association between pain at rest and a decreased hazard function of discontinuation because of side effects.

No unexpected, hazardous, or longstanding side effects were observed in the patients of this study. Six patients died while receiving parenteral gold treatment: two as a result of myocardial infarction, and one each from cerebral infarction, malignant melanoma, bleeding oesophageal varices, and acute liver necrosis. Fulminant hepatic failure may result from virus infection, drugs, and miscellaneous causes.

Watkins et al reported two RA patients taking non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs who developed similar symptoms after institution of parenteral gold treatment. Our patient had been taking parenteral gold treatment for nine months (total dose 650 mg). Paracetamol treatment was the cause most strongly suspected, though this could not be confirmed. Our overall experience of parenteral gold treatment thus confirmed it to have a relatively benign safety profile.

There are only a few studies evaluating the sequential 'survival' of DMARD treatment. Our findings are in accordance with those reported by Pincus et al that the estimated drug continuation did not differ significantly whether the drug was the first, second, or third in line. In a study by Thompson et al comparing the probability of improvement after first, second, and third DMARD treatment, there was no significant difference between the response to the first, second, and third drug exposures, though a tendency to a reduced response was observed in the last group. Wijnands et al found that a lower drug 'survival' was influenced by a higher rank order of DMARD prescriptions, and also reported that the toxicity of one DMARD did not influence the toxicity of subsequent DMARDS, which is in accordance with our findings. At the time of final assessment, continuation of DMARD treatment was not considered necessary in a total of 14% of the 1989 cohort as the patients were in remission. Three of the 11 life table studies reported on the efficacy of parenteral gold treatment. One mentioned the disappearance of synovitis, and the other two reported significant improvements regarding a number of variables. The present long term study of drug tolerance was not intended to evaluate the efficacy of parenteral gold treatment, as it was confounded by placebo effects, the regression to the mean phenomenon, and the influence of frequent regular visits. Furthermore, efficacy may also be underrated when outcome measures are recorded at the end of treatment, excluding initial benefits. However, efficacy can be estimated indirectly from the risk of termination because of inefficacy, as the area above the inefficacy line. A drug tolerance study thus also has some value as an indicator of the effectiveness of a treatment.

We conclude that moderate dose parenteral gold treatment carried negligible risks of serious side effects, and that the major problem in long term maintenance treatment was inefficacy. However, pending new treatment strategies, parenteral gold treatment still has a place in the active treatment of RA, as a substantial number of patients did well during many years on this treatment.
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